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Beautifully Presented & Refurbished Corner Property

Beautifully Presented & Refurbished Corner Property This beautifully presented and recently refurbished corner property situated
in a quiet residential street is offered for sale. Inside, you´ll appreciate the ´top class´ renovation done by the current owners. You
get that immediate good impression as the large open plan living space offers lounge and dining areas. The triple aspect allows for
lots of natural light and this compliments the modern style. The hot and cold air-conditioning give added comfort. The fitted
kitchen extends into a storage and utility/laundry area that has access the outside terrace. Also on the ground floor is the shower
room and w/c. Upstairs are the two large double bedrooms, both with fitted wardrobes, the master has a sunny balcony and from
there you have pool and also mountain views. There is also a full family bathroom upstairs. Outside, you have room for two cars
parked off road, and also a sunny sitting out and dining area with fitted shades. It’s a short walk to The Aquadel Centre with its
covered Swimming Pool and Padel courts and its 10 minutes walk to the village centre with Banks, Doctors Surgery, Supermarket,
Tapas Bars and Restaurants and the lovely Church and Cultural Centre. The Village of San Cayetano is situated with easy access to,
in just 10 minutes by car, the coastal towns and beaches. Seaside walks and nature reserves are close by too. It´s just 20 minutes by
car to Murcia International Airport and approximately 1 hour to Alicante Airport. In 30 minutes you can enjoy the cultural cities of
Murcia and Cartagena and if you fancy catching the train, Balsicas nearby will link you to Madrid, Barcelona and beyond. This is a
great full time living in Spain option or a holiday, home from home.

Ref: PPMMMSC

Type: Villa Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 2

Price: €103,635


